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plugin directxQ: What's the mathematical reason

for "mouse over" effects? I was reading someone's
page today and they had a nice little bit of

javascript as an overlay at the top of their page. I
was doing some graphical thinking in my head and
wondered what the mathematical reason is for this

effect. The effect is that the overlay (in the
example, a fixed size, square centered to the
browser window) is 'triggered' by the mouse

position and mousemove events. My thinking was
that by plotting the mouse pointer for varying

positions on the screen, you'd see that the overlay
moves with the pointer. But I can't visualize the

'dotted' line of the mouse pointer and the overlay
moving in the same direction. So what's the

mathematical reason for this? A: If it's centered
and square, then the average path is a straight
line. Furthermore, if you make it centered, but
make the edge of the square less than a half a

"pixel" wide, then you can get the overlay to be in
the middle of the cursor. Does that explain it? Q:

Adding values in a list I'm beginner and I would like
to add the values in a list. The output should look
like: ['Mr Mbe', 0.8] ['Mr Gbf', 0.7] ['Mr Henk', 0.6]
But instead of that it's giving me this: ['Mr Mbe',

0.8, ['Mr Gbf', 0.7, ['Mr Henk', 0.6, Here is my code:
txt = [] for line in open('Data.txt', 'r'): for row in

line.split(): txt.append(row) def letter_moran(txt): x
= [0, 0, 0] for j in txt: if 'Mr' in j: x += [0.3] if
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